
PLAN COMMISSION TOKEN SHAREHOLDERS



INSTANT DEPOSIT AND WITHDRAWAL

HIGH SPEED

LOW RISK

HIGH RELIABILITY AND SECURITY

UNCHANGEABLE

PERFORM ALL ROBOTIC ACTIONS



Or even not a person who can access company accounts and wallets and empty accounts 

overnight. Financial subscribers themselves first own the business and the entire network. 

Instant deposit and withdrawal are the quickest, safest, and lowest cost approaching zero.

The emerging phenomenon of smart contracts is one of the most widely used blockchain 

and cryptocurrency technology achievements. The smart contract is a major worldwide 

revolution in the financial field. For the first time in the world, no one can affect the 

performance of smart contracts. No company or board of directors wants to block the 

participants' accounts or change the terms and conditions of the commission plan.



Bitcoin had recently been the most profitable investment in 

all news sites in the last ten years ago, Bitcoin was 0.3, and 

today is 10,000 USD. This means that if you had invested in 

bitcoin ten years ago, your capital would have been 30,000 

times as high today. What a missed opportunity or a pity but 

don't worry ... you already have a similar opportunity.
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You can benefit from the stock
of this great project 

In addition to investing
and making instant cash

Which very shortly will
increase by several Hundredfolds



10% OF THE COMPANY'S CAPITAL POOLED EACH WEEK,

WHICH SHARED AMONG ALL SHAREHOLDERS.

ANYONE WHO HAS MORE SHARES REWARDED TRON(TRX) WITH MORE TOKENS.

10% 



PLAN C

COST 20000 TRX

OPEN 15 LEVEL

50% COMMISSION

PLAN B

COST 10000 TRX

OPEN 10 LEVEL

46% COMMISSION

PLAN A

COST 5000 TRX

OPEN 5 LEVEL

35% COMMISSION

BY ACTIVATING ONE OF THE THREE PLANS
THE REFERRAL SYSTEM IS TO RECEIVE A COMMISSION FROM THE LEVELS



No person can have more than three direct inputs, and subsequent entries automatically placed within the subcategories 

So that everyone can benefit from this money generator system so that with an overflow system that is tasked include 

with one input of three inputs per person until your first six levels remain the same.That means you can only earn at least 

TWENTY TIMES your initial capital with the same spill over  plan in the early months of your businessTWENTY TIMES

THIS SYSTEM INCLUDES
SPILL OVER PLAN



This income has been monthly and consistent since the person reaches this rank

3% of the company's total capital allocated to leaders
who have reached 5.5 milion tron in their first six levels 

TOP  LEADER  SHARE

7% of the company's total capital is paid monthly to those 
who have fully recruited their first three levels in the first month 

MIDDLE  LEADER  SHARE 

MONTHLY FIXED INCOME POOL DIVIDEND



No one can ever get into the system and make changes 
This system will remain forever and forever.

No person and no human being involved in project processing

The system never fails as long as Blockchain is a Tron is the Internet 
is a smart contract base on Tron platform



You are going to the sync from the Tron Wallet 
site which is very authentic

No payment requests and no payments expected 
Your funds would be immediately credited to your wallet



ecosmartecs.comwww

Registration is by referrer only and referrer link
and no person can start without a referrer

Referrer Link

https://www.ecosmartecs.com/
https://t.me/EcoSmartECS
https://www.instagram.com/ecosmart.ecs/
https://twitter.com/EcoSmartECS
https://discordapp.com/invite/t8rk3KE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZyavwOXisC7aVVYX8FbnPQ/
https://tron.network/
https://www.tronlink.org/

